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Abstract: To enable the regulation and utilization of electric vehicle (EV) load resources by the
power grid in the electricity market environment, a third-party electric vehicle aggregator (EVA)
must be introduced. The strategy of EVA participation in the electricity market must be studied.
During operation, the EVA faces a double uncertainty in the market, namely, electricity demand
and electricity price, and must optimize its market behavior to protect its own interests. To achieve
this goal, we propose a robust pricing strategy for the EVA that takes into account the coordination
of two-stage market behavior to enhance operational efficiency and risk resistance. A two-stage
robust pricing strategy that takes into account uncertainty was established by first considering day-
ahead pricing, day-ahead electricity purchases, real-time electricity management, and EV customer
demand response for the EVA, and further considering the uncertainty in electricity demand and
electricity prices. The two-stage robust pricing model was transformed into a two-stage mixed
integer programming by linearization method and solved iteratively by the columns and constraints
generation (CCG) algorithm. Simulation verification was carried out, and the results show that the
proposed strategy fully considers the influence of price uncertainty factors, effectively avoids market
risks, and improves the adaptability and economy of the EVA’s business strategy.

Keywords: electric vehicle aggregator; electricity market; demand response; uncertainty; two-stage
robust optimization

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation

China is currently in the accelerated development stage of new energy vehicles. It is
projected that by 2030, the market capacity of electric vehicles in China will reach 60 million
units [1]. Governments and enterprises worldwide have strongly supported the research
and practical application of EV-related technologies [2,3]. As China’s electricity market
reform deepens, the integration and control of large-scale electric vehicles under an open
electricity market environment requires the involvement of a third party, known as electric
vehicle aggregators (EVAs) or electric vehicle agents, to aggregate the distributed EV
loads [4]. However, it is important to note that the involvement of a third party is necessary
for the integration and control of large-scale electric vehicles in an open electricity market
environment. The EVA participates in the electricity market on behalf of the EVs, indirectly
enabling the interactions between individual EV users and the grid [5–8]. Therefore, it is
crucial to study the operation model and strategy of the EVA when they act as a ‘bridge’
between EV users and the electricity market [9–11].

1.2. Background and Research Gaps

EVAs can optimize their market behavior by participating in load curtailment (LC),
coordinating trading strategies in the day-ahead (DA) and real-time markets, and setting
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reasonable charging and discharging prices to improve their operating revenues. Setting
reasonable charging prices can effectively guide vehicles to charge in an orderly manner,
thus expanding the benefit space of EVAs [12–14]. Ref. [15] takes the maximum benefit
of the charging station as the pricing strategy, analyzes the problems in the operation of
the charging station, and develops a more reasonable and efficient scheduling strategy to
achieve the coordinated control of the orderly charging of the power grid and maximize the
operational benefits. Ref. [16] takes the user benefit priority as the goal, adopts real-time
price and dynamic price demand functions to establish the charging price model, reduces
the user charging cost, and realizes the maximization of user benefit. Ref. [17] models
charging station profit maximization and EV owner cost minimization as the objective
function and considers the default penalty measures and the initial service fee of the vehicle
to guide the charging behavior of EVs. Ref. [18] considers the number of EVs accepted
by charging stacks to construct a charging price change function that provides users with
optimal charging choices and finally forms a complete guided pricing mechanism to ensure
user satisfaction and charging demand. Ref. [19] establishes a master–slave game model
between charging aggregators and users and uses an iterative algorithm to find the optimal
pricing strategy for aggregators. However, the existing pricing models tend to simplify
the impact of the market price of electric energy and cannot coordinate the EVA electricity
purchase strategy with the demand response behavior of users. As a result, the existing
pricing strategies can lead to loss-making market risks for EVAs.

Since the physical delivery of electricity occurs only in the real-time phase, and there
is uncertainty in both real-time electricity consumption and real-time electricity price, EVAs
are able to pre-purchase electricity in the day-ahead electricity market to avoid full real-
time electricity price uncertainty and hedge the uncertainty in electricity consumption in
the real-time electricity market by purchasing or selling electricity. Through a reasonable
hedging approach, the aggregator is able to avoid the market risk associated with real-time
price uncertainty and actual electricity consumption uncertainty [20,21]. Ref. [22] proposes
a distributed edge computing framework for efficient vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology. It
employs a long short-term memory network, attention mechanisms, and data clustering
for accurate prediction and improved grid stability. Real dataset experiments show up
to 98.89% prediction accuracy. However, economic and uncertainty factors are not taken
into account. In ref. [23], a polyhedral uncertainty set of real-time electricity price curves is
constructed and a robust model is solved to obtain more conservative electricity purchase
and sale decisions. Ref. [24] introduces a stochastic programming framework for optimizing
the operation of a microgrid (MG) aggregator amidst various uncertainties. It integrates
demand response aggregation via contractual agreements, enhancing benefits for both the
aggregator and customers. Ref. [25] proposes a new electricity market clearing mechanism
to coordinate distribution systems (DSs) and microgrids (MGs) amid increasing renewable
energy integration and uncertainties. It formulates a bi-level robust economic dispatch
model for DSs and MGs, employing a column and constraint generation algorithm for the
solution. Ref. [26] presents a robust model for electric vehicle aggregators to optimally
participate in various electricity markets amid uncertain prices. It introduces a stepwise
bidding strategy to handle market price forecasting errors, employing scenario-based
simulation to validate effectiveness using real market data. Ref. [27] presents a decision
support tool for electric vehicle aggregators to optimize bidding strategies in electricity
markets. The approach, based on two-stage stochastic programming with risk aversion
modeled through conditional value-at-risk (CVaR), addresses uncertainties in real-time
electricity prices, regulation service deployments, and EV owner behaviors. Ref. [28]
presents a bilayer coordinated operation scheme for a multi-energy building microgrid
(MEBM) to handle uncertainties. It optimizes day-ahead operations and finalizes hourly
operations considering uncertainty realizations. Case studies demonstrate its effectiveness
in achieving economic MEBM operation with computational efficiency and resilience to
uncertainties. Ref. [29] proposes a new bidding strategy for aggregators of prosumers to
make robust, network-secure decisions in electricity markets. It addresses the challenges of
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coordinating distributed energy resources (DERs) with the distribution system operator
(DSO) amidst uncertainties. The strategy, preserving data privacy, employs the alternating
direction method of multipliers (ADMM) to compute robust bids. The literature above
employs deterministic probability distribution functions to characterize uncertainty. This
method reduces the range of uncertainty, but it also raises the possibility that aggregators
may not be able to provide the full market trading electricity during unfavorable conditions.

1.3. Contributions

Based on the above research, this paper proposes a two-stage robust pricing strategy
for EVAs considering uncertainty. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) A pricing model based on the master–slave game is developed to consider the demand
response of electric vehicle users.

(2) To reduce transaction risk in the aggregator market, different treatments for demand
uncertainty and real-time electricity price uncertainty are adopted.

(3) A two-stage optimization model for EVA participation in the day-ahead and intraday
electricity markets is developed, and dispatch strategies for EVAs in these markets
are formulated.

The rest of this article is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes the EVA operating
model and pricing problems. The electric vehicle demand response model is given in
Section 3. A two-stage robust optimization model is developed in Section 4. Section 5 is the
solution method for the model. Section 6 presents the simulation and analysis. Section 7
concludes the paper and highlights future work.

2. Description of EVA Operating Model and Pricing Problems

The EVA is essentially a load aggregator, and its operating model is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Operation model of EVA.

The figure above illustrates that the EVA does not have its own generation capacity and
must purchase electricity from the grid in the day-ahead and real-time electricity markets.
Additionally, the EVA can participate in the next-day load curtailment by the distribution
grid and receive compensation from the grid according to the EVA’s actual performance.
Furthermore, the EVA charges and discharges prices to EV users to ensure that the electricity
demand of EV users is met and that it receives income from them. The problem that the
EVA has to consider is that the charge and discharge have to be released in advance, and
the exact electricity demand of EV users cannot be predicted in advance, which makes
it difficult to design charging and discharging in a targeted way. Recent research has
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shown that EVAs need to coordinate and optimize with DSOs to avoid distribution network
problems [29], but the main objective of this paper was to optimize the market behavior of
EVAs to improve their operational efficiency. Thus, coordination and optimization between
DSOs and EVAs can be achieved through economic instruments to address distribution
network-related issues. For instance, DSOs can influence the market behavior of EVAs by
implementing various economic incentives or penalties. Additionally, this paper considers
EVAs as independent market entities that are not directly controlled by DSOs. It is assumed
that all market behaviors of EVAs comply with market rules. To address this, this paper
takes into account the uncertainty of EV users’ electricity consumption and establishes
a robust pricing model for EVAs, as shown in Figure 2, which is used to improve the
operational efficiency of EVAs and avoid market risks.
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The objective of the pricing model shown in Figure 2 is to maximize the expected
income of the aggregator, and the decision variables include the day-ahead electricity
purchase price and the charge and discharge prices, and must satisfy the constraints
of the market trading rules and the electricity power balance constraints. This process
involves fitting a curve to the day-ahead electricity price that describes the relationship
between the day-ahead electricity purchase decision and the electricity purchase price,
using an EV demand response model as a boundary condition that describes the mapping
relationship between the charge and discharge price and the EV electricity plan. The
load curtailment section includes information on the next day’s load curtailment period,
maximum curtailment amount, and compensation price. The model uses real-time decision
making as a subproblem to adjust the real-time stage of electric power through the real-
time purchase and sale of electricity, where the real-time electricity price is an exogenous
variable obtained from historical data. Finally, this paper presents a robust optimization
model that considers the uncertainty of the customer’s electricity consumption. This model
leads to the expected income and the decision of the EVA under the worst electricity
consumption deviation.

3. Electric Vehicle Demand Response Model

In the day-ahead stage, the EVA releases the price information for the next day, and,
the next day, EV users decide on their own charging and discharging plans based on the
released price information. For the EV users, the aim is to achieve the desired amount
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of electricity with the least cost, so the objective function of the EV users is shown in the
following equation:

min ∑
t∈TEV

n

[e(t) · (pEV
ch,n(t)− pEV

dis,n(t))] (1)

where TEV
n denotes the schedulable time slot of EV n with a scheduling interval of 1 h;

pEV
ch,n(t) and pEV

dis,n(t) denote the charging and discharging amount of EV n in time slot t,
respectively; and e(t) is the charging and discharging price of EV n issued by the EVA for
charging and discharging in time slot t.

The charging and discharging plans of EV users need to satisfy the following constraints:

(1) Maximum charge/discharge constraints.{
0 ≤ pEV

ch,n(t) ≤ pEV
ch,max

0 ≤ pEV
dis,n(t) ≤ pEV

dis,max
, t ∈ TEV

n (2)

(2) Charge–discharge uniqueness constraint.

pEV
ch,n(t)pEV

dis,n(t) = 0, ∀t ∈ TEV
n (3)

(3) Zero charge/discharge during non-schedulable hours.

pEV
ch,n(t) = pEV

dis,n(t) = 0, ∀t /∈ TEV
n (4)

(4) Electric vehicle battery power constraints.
sEV

n (tb) = sEV
n,a

sEV
n (te) = sEV

n,e
sEV

min ≤ sEV
n (t

)
≤ sEV

max
sEV

n (t) = sEV
n (t − 1)+

ηEV
ch pEV

ch,n(t)− pEV
dis,n(t)/ηEV

dis

, ∀t ∈ TEV
n (5)

where pEV
ch,max and pEV

dis,max are the maximum charge and discharge capacity of the electric
vehicle. sEV

n (tb) and sEV
n (te) are the battery charges of EV n before the start and after the

end of the schedulable time period; sEV
n,a and sEV

n,e are the initial and desired charges of EV n;
sEV

min and sEV
max are the minimum and maximum battery safety charge of the EV to prevent

the battery from overcharging and over-discharging; and ηEV
dis and ηEV

ch are the charging
and discharging efficiency of the EV.

4. Two-Stage Robust Pricing Model for EVAs

A two-stage robust pricing model for EVAs was developed based on the aforemen-
tioned description of the pricing problem and the EV demand response model. The first
stage of the model was designed to determine the amount of electricity to be purchased and
the charging and discharging price of the user for a given amount of response deviation.
In the second stage, the worst-case response deviation under the current stage of decision
making is countered by purchasing and selling electricity in the real-time electricity market,
based on the optimization results of the first stage. The purchased and sold electricity in
the real-time electricity market is then returned to the first stage for iterative calculation to
determine if the EVA can still obtain a better profit under the worst-case scenario.

4.1. Objective Function

Equation (6) shows the objective function of the robust pricing model. The primary
objective in the first stage is to maximize EVA expected income, including expected EV
customer payments, day-ahead electricity purchase costs, and expected income in the
real-time stage; the secondary objective in the second stage is to maximize income in the
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worst-case real-time response scenario, including income in the real-time electricity market,
income from participating in load shedding, and income from uncertainty.

Obj = max
PDA

b (t),e(t)
( ∑

t∈T
e(t)PEV(t)− ∑

t∈T
λDA(t)PDA

b (t)

+ min
U(t)∈ω

max
PRT

s (t),PRT
b (t)

E
{λRT(t),t∈T}

(R))

PEV(t) = ∑
n∈NEV

(pEV
ch,n(t)− pEV

dis,n(t))

R = ∑
t∈T

[λRT(t)PRT
s (t)− λRT(t)PRT

b (t)

+λcurPcur
v (t) + e(t)W(t)]

Pcur
v (t) =

{
Pbase(t)− (PEV(t) + W(t)), ∀t ∈ Tcur

0, ∀t /∈ Tcur

ω = {Umin ≤ U(t) ≤ Umin,
Ul ≤ ∑ U(t) ≤ Uh, ∀t ∈ T}

(6)

where T is the dispatch time period with a 1 h dispatch interval; PEV(t) is the total EV
electricity consumption in time period t; λDA(t) is the day-ahead price of the time period t;
PDA

b (t) denotes the electricity purchased by the EVA in time period t; PRT
b (t) and PRT

s (t)
denote the real-time electricity purchased and sold, respectively, in time period t; W(t)
is the uncertainty deviation, which is determined by the uncertainty set ω; λRT(t) is the
real-time price of time period t; E(·) denotes the expectation operator used to calculate the
real-time income under the desired scenario; NEV is the EV set; R denotes the income of
the EVA in the real-time stage; λcur is the unit compensation price for load curtailment;
Pcur

v (t) is the total load curtailment during time period t; Tcur is the load curtailment time
period; Pbase(t) is the baseline load in time period t; Wmin and Wmax are the boundaries of
uncertainty deviation in the unit dispatch time period t, respectively; and Wl and Wh are
the boundaries of the total amount of uncertainty deviation, respectively.

During the day-ahead stage, the EVA publicly releases information on charging and
discharging prices for the following day. EV users then base their charging and discharging
plans on the public price information. This process involves sequential decision making and
constitutes a master–slave game between the EVA and EV users, with the EVA dominating.
Once the EVA determines the charging and discharging price, the charging and discharging
plans of the EV user are uniquely established. The price for charging and discharging is the
first-stage decision variable in the model. Therefore, although the user pays the charge in
real time, it is still considered identifiable income in the first stage of the model.

4.2. Constraints

The constraints of the robust pricing model for EVAs are as follows:

(1) Day-ahead electricity purchase constraint:

0 ≤ PDA
b (t) ≤ PDA

b,max, ∀t ∈ T (7)

where PDA
b,max is the maximum value of day-ahead electricity purchased.

(2) Fitting equation of day-ahead electricity purchase price to the quantity of electric-
ity purchased:

λDA(t) = kDA(t)PDA
b (t) + bDA(t) (8)

where kDA(t) and bDA(t) are the fitting coefficients.

(3) Charge–discharge price constraint: emin ≤ e(t) ≤ emax

∑
t∈T

e(t)
T ≤ eav

, ∀t ∈ T (9)

where emin and emax are the upper and lower bounds of the price of electricity; eav is the
average value of the market-allowed price of electricity.
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(4) Real-time electricity purchase and sale constraints.

Equation (10) is the real-time electricity quantity purchase and sale constraint and
Equation (11) is the uniqueness constraint of the electricity purchase and sale state:{

0 ≤ PRT
b (t) ≤ PRT

b,max
0 ≤ PRT

s (t) ≤ PRT
s,max

, ∀t ∈ T (10)

PRT
b (t)PRT

s (t) = 0, ∀t ∈ T (11)

where PRT
b,max and PRT

s,max are the maximum amounts of electricity purchased and sold by the
EVA in the real-time electricity market.

(5) Load curtailment constraint:

λDA(t) = kDA(t)PDA
b (t) + bDA(t) (12)

where Pcur
min is the minimum value of effective load curtailment per unit scheduling period;

Pcur
max is the maximum value of effective load curtailment per unit scheduling period.

(6) Power balance constraint:

PDA
b (t) + PRT

b (t) + ∑
n∈NEV

pEV
dis,n(t) = PRT

s (t) + W(t) + ∑
n∈NEV

pEV
ch,n(t), ∀t ∈ T (13)

(7) Safety constraint.

The following equation ensures that surpluses and shortfalls in electricity during the
real-time stage can be sold and made up in the real-time electricity market.

Wmax − PDA
b (t) + ∑

n∈NEV
(pEV

ch,n(t)− pEV
dis,n(t)) ≤ PRT

b,max

PDA
b (t)− Wmin − ∑

n∈NEV
(pEV

ch,n(t)− pEV
dis,n(t)) ≤ PRT

s,max
, ∀t ∈ T (14)

In the above constraints, Equations (7)–(12) are market rule constraints that aim to
constrain the market behavior of market players. Electric vehicles use charging as the main
power-using behavior, so the uncertainty deviation in Equation (13) only considers the
uncertainty of charging, but not the uncertainty of discharging.

5. Model Solution

The uniqueness constraints Equations (3) and (11) are complementary relaxation
conditions that are nonlinear. To transform these equations into linear constraints, the
approach presented in ref. [23] was employed, which introduced Boolean variables. The
transformed linear constraint equation is as follows:{

0 ≤ pEV
ch,n(t) ≤ Mς(t)

0 ≤ pEV
dis,n(t) ≤ M(1 − ς(t))

, ∀t ∈ TEV
n (15)

{
0 ≤ PRT

b (t) ≤ Mθ(t)
0 ≤ PRT

s (t) ≤ M(1 − θ(t))
, ∀t ∈ T (16)

where ς(t) and θ(t) are Boolean variables; M is a sufficiently large integer.
There are similarities among electric vehicles in the set and, at the same time, a large

number of individual electric vehicles increases the complexity of the model on the one
hand and the computational difficulty on the other hand. To address this, this paper
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divided the electric vehicle set into K classes and the charging and discharging quantities
of the electric vehicle set were made as the following equivalent substitutions:

N ∑
k∈Nk

rk pEV
ch,n(t) ≜ ∑

n∈NEV
pEV

ch,n(t)

N ∑
k∈Nk

rk pEV
dis,n(t) ≜ ∑

n∈NEV
pEV

dis,n(t)
(17)

where N is the average value of the number of EVs charging at EVAs per day, Nk is the set
of EV types with K elements, and rk is the share of EVs of type k.

5.1. Derivation of the Solution Process

This paper presents a two-stage robust optimization model with a two-stage, three-
layer, max–min–max problem. This problem could not be solved directly using a solver
but could be solved iteratively by decomposing the original problem into two problems,
the main problem and the subproblem by the CCG algorithm [30,31]. The method used to
address the uncertainty of the real-time price of electricity was the scenario method, which
was based on historical real-time tariff data. This transformed the expectation operator into
the summation of finite scenarios. The original problem is formulated in a compact matrix
form in the following equation:

Obj = max
x,e

cTx + N(eT − eT)pr+

min
U∈ω

max
{ys ,∀s∈Ω}

eTW+λcurPcur
v + ∑

∀s∈Ω

psbs
Tys

s.t. Ax + Bpr ≤ d
Fe ≤ f
Ex + Gys= Hpr + MW, ∀s ∈ Ω

Iys ≥ l : θs, ∀s ∈ Ω

pk = argmin([eT − eT ]pk), ∀k ∈ Nk
s.t. Zk pk ≤ zk : ςk

(18)

where x and e are the first-stage decision variables; ys is the second-stage decision variable
corresponding to scenario s; Ω is the real-time price of electricity scenario; ps is the proba-
bility corresponding to scenario s; bs

T it is the real-time price of electricity corresponding
to scenario s; p is the charging and discharging plan for the EV set, which consists of a
charging and discharging plan pk for class K electric vehicles; r is the vector of scale factors
corresponding to K types of electric vehicles; cT, A, B, d, F, f, E, G, H, M, I, and l are
the corresponding coefficient vectors or matrices; Zk and zk are coefficient matrices and
vectors in the demand response model of the EVs; and θs and ςk are the dual variables
corresponding to the constraint.

In Equation (17), EVA pricing and EV demand response constitute a master–slave
game and the EV demand response model is convex; the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT)
condition is given in the following equation:{

[eT − eT ] + ςT
k Zk = 0

0 ≤ (Zkpk − zk)⊥ςk ≥ 0
(19)

where ⊥ denotes complementarity.
The model was convex, so the strong duality held and its objective function could be

represented by the dual variables; further, its payment could be represented by the dual
variables, as in the following equation [32]:

γk = [eT − eT ]pk = −ςT
k pk (20)
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where γk denotes the electric vehicle payment cost vector.

Obj_MP = max
x,e

(cTx + Nγr + β)

s.t.β ≤ eTWj + λcurPcur
v +

∑
∀s∈Ω

psbs
Tys,j, ∀j ∈ J

Ax + Bpr ≤ d
Fe ≤ f
Ex + Gys,j= Hpr + MWj, ∀s ∈ Ω,∀j ∈ J
Iys,j ≥ l : θs,j, ∀s ∈ Ω,∀j ∈ J
[eT − eT ] + ςT

k Zk = 0, ∀k ∈ Nk
0 ≤ (Zkpk − zk)⊥ςk ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ Nk

(21)

where γ consists of the payments for each type of electric vehicle; β is an auxiliary variable
used to relate to the main problem and subproblem; Wj is the worst case of deviation
returned by the jth subproblem; ys,j is the new variable introduced to correspond to it and
the decision variable for the main problem; and J is the total number of iterations.

The complementary constraints in the master problem were linearized by introducing
Boolean variables and using the Big-M method, and the bilinear term λDA(t)PDA

b (t) in the
objective function could be transformed into a quadratic function by Equation (8). The
quadratic coefficients of the quadratic term of the quadratic function were positive definite,
so the main problem was a mixed-integer quadratic programming problem that could be
solved by the solver [33].

For the subproblem, the first and second terms of its objective function were deter-
mined by the outer min, so it could be transformed into the following equation:

Obj_SP = min
U∈ω

(eTW+λcurPcur
v +R(W))

s.t. R = max
{ys ,∀s∈Ω}

∑
∀s∈Ω

psbs
Tys

s.t.Ex + Gys= Hpr + MW, ∀s ∈ Ω

Iys ≥ l : θ, ∀s ∈ Ω

(22)

where R(W) is the maximum return that the EVA can achieve through the purchase and
sale of electricity in the real-time market, given that W is known, and the EVA’s real-time
electric energy management function.

The subproblem, whose objective function and constraints were convex, could be
applied to strong duality theory and transformed into the following single-layer min
problem, according to the method used in ref. [34].

Obj_SP = min
U∈ω,{ys ,∀s∈Ω,φs ,θs}

(eTU + λcurPcur
v

+ ∑
∀s∈Ω

psbs
Tys)

s.t. Ex + Gys= Hpr + MU, ∀s ∈ Ω

psbs
T +φT

s G + θT
s I = 0, ∀s ∈ Ω

(Iys − l)⊥θs ≥ 0, ∀s ∈ Ω

(23)

where φs is the dual variable.
The complementary constraints in the subproblem could likewise be treated in the

same way as in the main problem. Thus, the subproblem was a mixed-integer linear
programming problem and could be solved by the solver.

5.2. Solution Process

The CCG algorithm was used to solve the model of this paper in the following steps:
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(1) Use zero deviation as the initial value for solving the master problem, which is set
as W0 = 0. Set the number of iterations as j = 1, the upper bound as UB = +∞, the
lower bound as LB = −∞, and the allowable error as ε.

(2) Solve the main problem Equation (20) based on Wj−1 to obtain xj, ej and the EV
charging and discharging schedule pj and update the upper bound UB = Obj_MP.

(3) Solve the subproblem Equation (23) based on the obtained xj and ej, obtain the
worst deviation Wj under the current decision of the main problem, obtain the value
of the optimal objective function of the subproblem, and update the lower bound
LB = cTxj + N(ej

T − bej
T)pr + Obj_SP.

(4) Judge the following conditions.

|UB − LB|
UB

≤ ε (24)

If the condition is valid, the iteration is terminated and the optimal decision is output;
if not, the next step is taken.

(5) Add the following constraints.{
Ex + Gys,j= Hpr + MWj, ∀s ∈ Ω

Iys,j ≥ l : θs,j, ∀s ∈ Ω
(25)

Return the computed result to the main problem and update the number of iterations
j = j + 1. Return to step (2).

6. Simulation and Analysis

This section verifies the validity of the two-stage robust pricing model proposed in
this paper. An arithmetic example is used to analyze the market behavior, pricing strategies,
and income of the EVA. The impact of the relevant parameters in this paper on the decision
making of the EVA and EV users is also discussed.

6.1. Parameter Settings

This study set the optimal scheduling period T to 24 h, the average daily number of
charging EVs at the EVA to 200, and the safe battery capacity of EVs to 10% and 95% of the
maximum capacity, respectively. The types of EVs and related parameters are shown in
Table A1 in Appendix A. The day-ahead maximum quantity of electricity purchased by the
EVA was set to 1000 kW·h. Table A2 in Appendix A shows the fitting coefficient between
the amount of day-ahead electricity purchased and the day-ahead electricity purchase price.
The upper and lower limits of the charging price were set at 0.8 and 1.2 times the day-ahead
electricity purchase price, respectively. The allowable charge and discharge price was set to
the average value of the day-ahead electricity purchase price. The quantity of electricity
purchased and sold in the real-time market was limited to 500 kW·h. It was assumed that the
EVA could participate in load shedding between 20:00 and 22:00. The maximum effective
load curtailment per unit time period was 300 kW·h, while the minimum was 150 kW·h.
The compensation price per unit of load curtailment was 1 CNY/kW·h. The upper limit
50 kW·h and lower limit −50 kW·h were set as the boundaries for the uncertainty response
deviation volume of each unit scheduling time period, while the upper limit 300 kW·h
and lower limit −300 kW·h were set as the boundaries for the total amount of uncertainty
deviation. Figure A1 in Appendix A shows the curves of each scenario of real-time prices
and the corresponding probabilities, and the allowable error ε was taken to be 10−9.

6.2. Results and Analysis

The iterative process of the solution is shown in Figure 3. With continuous iteration,
the difference between the upper and lower bounds of the model decreased and, finally,
after 16 iterations, the model converged to 633.16 Chinese yuan (CNY).
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price for charging and discharging that exceeded the average price of day-ahead electric-
ity purchases for the entire day. This meant that the EVA needed to adjust user behavior 
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Figure 4 shows that the EVA’s day−ahead electricity purchases were lower than the 
sum of the expected next−day electricity consumption and the worst deviation electricity 

Figure 3. Iterative process of the model.

Figure 4 displays the EVA’s day-ahead (DA) electricity purchase and pricing deci-
sion(e(t)), along with the EVA’s day-ahead electricity purchase price, expected EV electricity
consumption, and worst deviation electricity consumption under this decision. The figure
shows that the EVA’s charging and discharging prices were higher than the day-ahead
electricity purchase price only during the periods 13–17 and 20–24. In other words, the EVA
incurred a loss when selling electricity to customers for most of the next day. The reason
for this was that market rules limited the EVA’s ability to provide EV users with a price for
charging and discharging that exceeded the average price of day-ahead electricity purchases
for the entire day. This meant that the EVA needed to adjust user behavior by increasing
the price of electricity, while also setting a low price to comply with market rules at other
times. Therefore, under the constraints of market rules, the EVA needed to sacrifice some
of its own interests to encourage users to change their electricity consumption behavior.
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Figure 4 shows that the EVA’s day-ahead electricity purchases were lower than the sum
of the expected next-day electricity consumption and the worst deviation electricity con-
sumption in most time periods. This indicates that the EVA needed to purchase electricity in
the real-time market on the next day to make up for the corresponding electricity shortfall.
Appendix A, Figure A2 shows the EVA’s real-time market electricity purchases and sales
under the worst deviation electricity. Upon comparing the day-ahead and real-time price
scenarios, it is evident that the real-time price level was generally slightly lower than that
of the day-ahead price. During the real-time stage, the EVA’s electricity purchases and
sales were restricted by market rules, making it impossible to meet customers’ electricity
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demands solely by purchasing electricity in the real-time market. Therefore, to maximize its
expected revenue, the EVA did not purchase excessive electricity in the day-ahead market.
Instead, it bought electricity in the real-time market based on demand to balance out any
gaps in electricity supply.

For the worst deviation in electricity consumption shown in Figure 4, positive devia-
tions occurred mainly during periods when the charging and discharging price was lower
than the day-ahead price, while negative deviations occurred mainly during periods when
the charging and discharging price was higher than the day-ahead price. This is because the
worst deviation electricity consumption was aimed at reducing the expected return on the
EVA; electricity consumption needed to be reduced during periods of high charging and
discharging prices and increased during periods of low charging and discharging prices.

The electricity consumption plans for night-charging EV1 and day-charging EV6 are
presented in Figure 5 under the current EVA pricing strategy. Additionally, Figure A3 in
Appendix A displays the electricity consumption plans for the remaining EV users of each
type. It is important to note that the electricity consumption plans varied significantly
due to differences in arrival times, departure times, battery parameters, and electricity
demand among different types of EV users. However, the purpose of each type of electric
vehicle user was the same: to minimize the cost of electricity consumption. Therefore, the
electricity consumption pattern of each type of EV user was to charge at a low price and
discharge at a high price under the price guidance of the EVA.
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Figure 6 shows a comparison of pricing decisions and expected electricity consumption
before and after the EVA’s participation in load curtailment (LC). Figure 6 shows that the
charging and discharging price of the EVA was lower during load curtailment (periods
13–17 and 19) and higher during non-curtailment periods (periods 20–24). The price
remained consistent before and after load curtailment in the remaining periods. There
are two reasons for this phenomenon. Firstly, the EVA was subject to the average price
constraints of the market rules, resulting in an increase in charging and discharging prices
in one time period and a decrease in another. Secondly, the language used in the original
text was not entirely objective, so I rephrased it to be more neutral. However, EV users
experienced a certain amount of power loss during charging and discharging. To ensure
that users benefitted from discharging, it was necessary to establish a significant price
difference. The expected loads of the EVA before and after participating in load curtailment
differed only in time periods 19–22. This is because the price level was higher in time
periods 21–22. The follower problem of the master–slave game model used in this thesis
was essentially an optimal sequencing problem. As a result, it shifted part of the loads in
time periods 21–22 to time periods 19–20.
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Figure 6. EVA’s pricing strategy and expected EV electricity consumption before and after participat-
ing in load curtailment.

Table 1 shows the overall charging and discharging quantities of EV users before and
after the EVA’s participation in load curtailments, and it can be seen that the charging
quantity of EV users after participating in load curtailments increased from 8686.95 kW·h to
8839.63 kW·h and the discharging quantity increased from 282.34 kW·h to 420.13 kW·h, and
it can be observed that the increase in charging quantity was larger than the discharging
quantity by 152.68 kW·h. Additionally, there was an increase of 145.04 kW·h. The increase
in EV users’ discharging power resulted in a loss of EV discharging, while the EV users’
requirement for the desired power at the time of departure remained unchanged. This led
to an increase in EV users’ charging power.

Table 1. Charging and discharging quantities of EV users before and after EVA’s participation in
load curtailment.

Item Before LC After LC

Charged/kW·h 8686.95 8839.63
Discharged/kW·h 282.34 420.13

Table 2 shows the income and expenses before and after EVA participation in load
curtailment. The table shows that apart from the total income and income eligible for cur-
tailment, the primary changes were in the expenditure of purchasing electricity for the day
ahead and the outcome from the real-time electricity market. Day-ahead power purchase
costs increased by CNY 263.599 from CNY 3245.572 to CNY 2509.171, and real-time power
market expenditures decreased by CNY 189.164 from CNY 1398.518 to CNY 1209.354. The
increase in electricity purchase expenditure for the day ahead was a result of higher charg-
ing demand from electric vehicle (EV) customers after participating in load curtailment. To
address this, the EVA needed to purchase more electricity for the day ahead by participat-
ing in load curtailment. This led to wider spreads in charging and discharging prices at
different times of the day, resulting in a higher concentration of load during certain hours.
Consequently, the EVA could make more targeted day-ahead purchases. The increase in
outcomes in the real-time market can be attributed to two factors. Firstly, the decrease
in day-ahead purchases reduced the difference that the EVA made in the real-time stage.
Secondly, EV customers’ discharging behavior compensated for the shortfall during the
corresponding time period.
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Table 2. Income and expenditure statement of EVA before and after participating in load curtailment.

Item Before LC After LC

DA purchase of electricity/CNY −3245.572 −3509.171
Fees paid by EV users/CNY 5085.006 5099.522

Real-time electricity market/CNY −1398.518 −1209.354
Load curtailment/CNY - 500

Uncertainty/CNY −247.180 −247.836
Total income of EVA/CNY 193.736 633.161

To analyze the impact of real-time pricing on the EVA’s market behavior, we assumed
that the price of electricity in the real-time scenario was 1.1 times higher than the original
price. This resulted in a higher level of electricity prices in the real-time scenario, as
shown in Figure 7. The graph indicates that when the real-time price scenario was high,
the EVA exhibited speculative behavior. The EVA demonstrated its ability to make a
profit by purchasing more electricity than needed in the day-ahead stage and selling
the excess electricity at a higher price in the corresponding time period in the real-time
market. Figure A4 in Appendix A displays the EVA’s power purchases and sales in the
real-time market. To maximize its expected income and minimize uncertainty regarding
EV customers’ electricity consumption and real-time electricity prices, the EVA’s market
strategy was to purchase electricity contracts in the real-time market after evaluating the
uncertainty of electricity consumption and real-time electricity prices. It then bought or
sold electricity contracts based on actual electricity demand and real-time electricity prices.
The transfer of uncertainty regarding the electricity price for EV users to the EVA enabled
EV participation in electricity market transactions, showcasing the potential of EVs as a
flexible resource.
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of EVA.

To verify the effectiveness of robust pricing, this study set the upper and lower
bounds of the time period boundary and the aggregate boundary of deviation to 0. This
meant that the uncertainty of electricity consumption was not taken into account, result-
ing in the optimal decision of the EVA under deterministic conditions. Based on the
historical real-time price of electricity, 1000 sampling simulations were conducted under
different conditions. The deviation of electricity in the simulation was a random number
uniformly distributed: [–50, 50]. It is important to note that the EVA’s optimal decision
under deterministic conditions did not meet the market rule constraints for real-time
electricity purchases and sales in 5622 time periods out of 1000 simulations. To ensure the
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completeness of the sampling data, the sampling simulation of the optimal decision of
the EVA under deterministic conditions did not restrict its real-time purchase and sale
of electricity. The resulting income scenarios for the optimal EVA decision are shown in
Figure 8 under deterministic conditions, considering uncertainty but not participating in
load curtailment, and considering uncertainty and participating in load curtailment.
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Under deterministic conditions, the EVA strategy in Figure 8 yielded an average
income of CNY 223.29 and a range of income of (CNY 145.82, CNY 312.36) for the EVA in
the simulation. However, when considering uncertainty, the EVA strategy increased the
average income of the EVA in the simulation to CNY 273.37 and the range of fluctuation to
(CNY 214.82, CNY 342.25). Therefore, it is evident that the pricing strategy proposed in this
paper could optimize the average income of the EVA while reducing income fluctuations.
The reason for this is that under the deterministic optimal decision, the EVA was only
optimized for a specific EV customer electricity consumption plan. However, since there
was uncertainty in the actual customer electricity consumption, a deterministic optimal
decision may not have led to the maximization of the EVA’s revenue when there was a large
deviation. In contrast, the EVA strategy under conditions that considered uncertainty in the
optimization process broadened the search for EVA decisions, making day-ahead decisions
more adaptable. In Figure 8, the EVA’s decision to participate in load curtailment increased
its average income to CNY 703.40, with a fluctuation range of (CNY 583.33, CNY 837.81).
The figure shows that participating in load curtailment led to a rapid increase in the EVA’s
income, but it also resulted in a rapid increase in the fluctuation range of the EVA’s income.
The reason is that the income from load curtailment accounted for a larger proportion
of the total EVA income, so the total EVA income was more affected by the uncertainty
of the electricity load, which manifested as a larger range of fluctuation of the income.
However, the pricing strategy proposed in this paper improved the risk resistance and
operational efficiency of the EVA in the long run, making it more adaptable to diverse,
real-world scenarios.

7. Conclusions

To enhance the economics of the EVA operation strategy in the electricity market
environment, this paper proposed a two-stage robust pricing strategy for EVAs. The
strategy considered uncertainty under defined market rules and established a two-stage
robust optimization model that takes into account electricity consumption and real-time
price uncertainty as well as EV customer demand response. The risk aversion ability of
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the EVA was improved by coordinating the market behaviors of the two-stage market.
Simulation analysis yielded the following conclusions:

(1) The model’s optimal decision fully utilized the market rules of the two-stage market.
The EVA compensated the electricity difference in the real-time market and sold excess
electricity contracts to realize risk hedging, thus avoiding the market risk caused by
price uncertainty.

(2) The two-stage robust pricing model allowed the EVA to direct EV users to charge their
vehicles in an organized manner by balancing self-interests and EV user expenditures
through pricing. This approach avoids the market risks associated with electricity
consumption uncertainty and fully utilizes the demand response potential of EV
flexibility resources.

(3) The model and optimization method enhanced the adaptability and economics of the
EVA operating strategy. As a result, the average EVA income increased by approx-
imately 20.8% and the range of income volatility decreased by about 23.5% in the
simulation, while avoiding market risk.

This paper focused on an EVA’s decision-making process in the electricity market,
with the user’s charging and discharging decisions being based solely on price. Future
research could explore the interaction between multiple market players and the complex
decision-making psychology of users. It could also investigate the dynamic game process
of incomplete information among players and establish corresponding models.
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Appendix A

The types and parameters of electric vehicles are shown in Table A1.

Table A1. Types and parameters of electric vehicles.

EV Types
Maximum Charging

and Discharging
Quantity (kW·h)

Battery
Capacity
(kW·h)

Initial Electricity
Quantity of Battery

(kW·h)
Time of Arrival Departure

Times Ratios

EV1 6 60 10 08:00 17:00 0.104
EV2 10 60 12 10:00 17:00 0.112
EV3 6 40 10 12:00 20:00 0.091
EV4 6 40 12 14:00 21:00 0.093
EV5 6 60 12 16:00 24:00 0.139
EV6 10 60 12 18:00 24:00 0.161
EV7 6 60 10 18:00 Next day 08:00 0.157
EV8 6 40 10 23:00 Next day 08:00 0.143
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The fitting parameters of Equation (8) are shown in Table A2.

Table A2. Fitting parameters.

Time 1 2 3 4 5 6

kDA(t)/(CNY/kW·h) 0.000204 0.000201 0.000201 0.000201 0.000201 0.00022
bDA(t)/(CNY) 0.4488 0.4234 0.4168 0.4146 0.4198 0.6052

Time 7 8 9 10 11 12

kDA(t)/(CNY/kW·h) 0.00021 0.00022 0.000225 0.000224 0.00022 0.000219
bDA(t)/(CNY) 0.5101 0.6052 0.6547 0.6398 0.6040 0.5906

Time 13 14 15 16 17 18

kDA(t)/(CNY/kW·h) 0.000219 0.000216 0.000215 0.000215 0.000213 0.000217
bDA(t)/(CNY) 0.5902 0.5657 0.5588 0.5543 0.5426 0.5713

Time 19 20 21 22 24 24

kDA(t)/(CNY/kW·h) 0.000222 0.000223 0.00022 0.000218 0.000213 0.000205
bDA(t)/(CNY) 0.6215 0.6414 0.6052 0.5824 0.5340 0.4641

The real-time electricity price scenarios are shown in Figure A1.
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The electricity consumption plans for different types of EVs are shown in Figure A3.
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